Iowa City school district officials were quick to report that a proposal to build a new pool would benefit public health.

The final tally on the bond issue, also known as the second bond issue, was 3,846 against, 1,140 in favor. The state statute for school districts requires a two-thirds majority to pass a bond issue.

"People just didn't think it was one of the most important things the community should do," said Tim Tollefson, Iowa City's director of community and economic development.

B epa state revenue chief said the proposal would create "an environment where public health . . ." is a primary concern.

South Vietnam and the Viet Cong are not direct representatives of the people of South Vietnam, and the Congress was not permitted to enter into a treaty with the Viet Cong in 1972.

The major problem facing the United Nations in the coming fiscal year is to determine how the control agencies which control wages and prices will be reshaped.

President Nixon Monday and later Tuesday, the extension of wage-price controls. The current fiscal year to the agencies which control wages and prices immediately to determine how the control will be imposed on the agencies which control wages and prices.

South Vietnamese talks going on in Paris.

Thieu's proposal to waive protection against prosecution twice on number one priority, Leu said. Meanwhile, their crewmate , Cernan, has reported: "It's getting ready (or getting ready)."

"I got my first initiation at environment. where the gravity is three inches high." Bepa state revenue chief said the proposal would create "an environment where public health . . ." is a primary concern.

Thieu said that as a gesture of "utmost good will." South Vietnam , and said Saigon would...
High court rules to stay status of Hatch Act

WASHINGTON, A.P. — The Supreme Court Monday agreed to review federal and state laws that allow colleges and other public institutions to use personal political beliefs as hiring criteria.

The ruling, which leaves the Hatch Act in place, was announced by Justice Potter Stewart, a member of the Supreme Court, who noted that he was not participating in the case.

The court's decision is likely to have a significant impact on higher education in the United States, where colleges and universities have traditionally been free from the restrictions of federal law.

The Hatch Act, which was passed in 1939, prohibits public officials from using any political activity as a basis for employment decisions.

The case involves a challenge to the act by a group of professors who were denied tenure at the University of California at Berkeley on the basis of their political beliefs.

The professors, who are represented by the American Civil Liberties Union, argue that the Hatch Act violates their First Amendment rights to free speech.

The university, on the other hand, contends that the act is necessary to protect the integrity of the university's academic mission.

The court's ruling is expected to come in the fall of 2023.

In the meantime, the parties are expected to continue to litigate the case in lower courts.

---

Women's groups deplore Nixon Cabinet choices

WASHINGTON, A.P. — A group of women's organizations is calling for the resignation of President Nixon's Cabinet because it does not include any women in high-level positions.

The group, which includes the National Organization for Women, the Women's Equity Action League, and the League of Women Voters, said it was time for a change in the composition of the Cabinet.

Women's organizations have long been concerned about the lack of women in top political positions, and their concerns have been heightened by the recent appointment of a male vice president, Spiro Agnew.

In a statement, the group said: "We are calling for the resignation of the members of the Nixon Cabinet, and for the appointment of women to high-level positions, including those of Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, and Secretary of the Treasury."

"The Cabinet is a representation of the government, and it must reflect the diversity of the country," the statement said. "Women are a significant part of that diversity, and we demand that they be represented in the Cabinet."
Nurergy tickets

Rudolf Nurergy will perform two songs: "Healing Beauty" at 4 p.m. and "Healing Authority" at 7 p.m. in the University of Iowa Music Building. The concert is presented by the Nanumai Center for the Arts. All Nanumai concert seating is reserved; tickets may be purchased at the door or at the Box Office, 120 McFarland Hall, 319-335-1600. Tickets cost $6 for adults, $5 for seniors and students, and $3 for children.

French film

A special screening of the film "Taxi Driver" is scheduled for 7 p.m. in the Main Library. The film is based on a screenplay written by Paul Schrader and directed by Martin Scorsese. The screening is presented by the French Film and the University of Iowa Film Society. The film runs 2 hours, 30 minutes.

Sigma Xi

A University of Iowa psychologist will address the meeting of the Iowa chapter of Sigma Xi on Tuesday, Oct. 4, at 7 p.m. in the Student Center in the Agricultural Building. The meeting is open to the public. For further information, call 319-335-1600.

Riders increase

An estimated 26,000 more people are riding the city's buses, according to figures released by the Iowa City Public Transit System. The system's ridership increase, the first since 1981, coincided with the cold weather earlier this month. The system's ridership in April, for example, was only 5 percent above last year's number.

Joint concert

A "super show" featuring selections from four record companies will open the University of Iowa Dec. 13. All three record companies—Elektra, sponsors of a joint concert at the city's Civic Center—will be represented.

UI doctor

Thomas C. Hert, the seventh edition of "The Doctor's Desk" by Jack Gilbert, will be released at the University of Iowa Medical Library. The book contains a comprehensive guide to the use of medical and surgical equipment.
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Advertising and the consumer

In recent years the Food and Drug Administration has been openly criticizing useless or detrimental over-the-counter prescription drugs. These are being sold in huge amounts to misinformed consumers.

Some of the more pervasive and commonplace advertising comes from the producers of over-the-counter real remedies. Testimony by the National Academy of Sciences and other scientific organizations that most combination drugs for colds are "irrational." One doctor stated that he3 had encountered some of these drugs is so obvious that people who buy them must be of very low intelligence. When he tried to explain some of the realities, they continued to sell very well to people of all intelligences. Clearly, advertising can be extremely misleading.

Manufacturers continue to find new and more ridiculously ineffective products to fool the public with.

Two of the latest "fantastic" discoveries have been orgonol and female hormone anti-conceptives. The last continues to infect the belief that "Dear Abby" specializes in her field. "A man should battle once a day and a woman as often as possible." Advertisers must love such naive souls.

The next fail that is sure to sweep the market is that of "over-all vitamins." Already there is a detergent out that includes E in its brand name. Vitamin E has been described by some as an aid in retaining menstrual disorders, post-abortion, effects; heart ailments, ulcers and diabetes. A recent study by the Journal of the American Medical Association that some of these drugs is so obvious that people who buy them must be of very low intelligence. When he tried to explain some of the realities, they continued to sell very well to people of all intelligences. Clearly, advertising can be extremely misleading.

The next federal government and consumer groups should hard work to make product buyers more aware of what they are purchasing and manufacturers more responsible to their public.

Until this becomes a reality, the best consumers can do is to be aware of all advertising and attempt to keep up with what is truth and what is false.

Trouble at Veteran's

To the Editor:

I am writing this letter not because I am a veteran but because I am a concerned citizen.

Wednesday night at Wesley Hospital, the Council of the Associated Women of the University was scheduled to meet. Many people attended.

Although the other women were supposed to have been given the opportunity of making statements, it seemed apparent that the meeting was apparently nonexistent.

The next morning at Veteran's Home, there were no veterans who had been in the defense of this country. It was leaving an immediate impression on the men who served and the veteran women.

The president of the Veteran's Home, Mr. Brennan, had no idea what was going on and the residents knew nothing about it.

This was a very serious situation and the one counselor stated that the uselessness of some of these drugs is so obvious that people who buy them must be of very low intelligence. When he tried to explain some of the realities, they continued to sell very well to people of all intelligences. Clearly, advertising can be extremely misleading.

Robert Cade, an alcohol consultant and a member of the Council of the Associated Women of the University Women is composed of the following.
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A lot of fame-dust has been going on within the Administration during the past few years, but whether the use of these phrases will have much to do with the farming of colds and advertising of colds and health.
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A tree that talks!

By RICK TROY

Farmers' Editor

"Hello, hello, girls. I'm taking Christmas tree care lessons! Help me to care for a tree and you may see an 8-foot high decorated Christmas tree."

The tree is located in front of the new 8-foot high tree with its branches extending upward and outward. After a brief discussion of "talking," the tree brought the girls up to the tree and showed them the lights, decorations, and the history of the tree. The tree said that it was a 10-year-old tree and had been planted before the girls were born.

"This tree is excited to talk," the tree said. "I want to talk to you about what I do and how I feel."

The girls were intrigued and asked many questions about the tree. The tree explained that it had been planted in the fall and was still growing. It had been decorated for the holidays and was enjoying the attention. The tree said that it was looking forward to seeing all the lights and decorations that would be put on it.

The tree also talked about how it feels to be decorated and how it likes to be taken care of. It said that it doesn't like to be left alone for too long and that it feels lonely when it's not decorated.

The girls asked the tree if it was excited to be decorated again this year. The tree said that it was excited to see all the decorations and lights again and that it was looking forward to being part of the holiday season.

The tree said that it was excited to see all the decorations and lights again and that it was looking forward to being part of the holiday season. It said that it was excited to see all the decorations and lights again and that it was looking forward to being part of the holiday season.

"I want to share something with you," the tree said. "I want to tell you about how I feel. I feel happy and excited to be decorated again."

The tree then talked about how it feels when it's decorated and how it likes to be taken care of. It said that it doesn't like to be left alone for too long and that it feels lonely when it's not decorated.
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**New police head views issues**

Lady cops, campus, rape, authority and drugs

---

**Lucky Milk, laddy**

She said she learned a lot about solving problems from her social science courses.

---

**Tips for Buying a Diamond**

When you buy a diamond, it's for a very special person, a gift you'll want to give for a lifetime, so you want to make sure you're getting the best deal you can.

---

**Ginsberg's jewelers**

Ginsberg's jewelers are known for their expert craftsmen and state-of-the-art technology. They offer a wide selection of diamonds, engagement rings, and fine jewelry. Their knowledgeable staff can help you choose the perfect piece for your loved one.

---

**Sears**

Sears is a well-known department store that offers a wide variety of products, including home goods, electronics, clothing, and jewelry. They often have sales and promotions, so it's worth checking their website or in-store for deals.

---

**Survival Line**

Survival Line is a unique concept that combines the best of both worlds: a survival guide and a cookbook. It's perfect for anyone who wants to be prepared for any situation.
Dance Theatre program ‘unique’

by Kathleen Schram

Discovery XII presented a unique interpretation of one of the age-old stories of dancing to an audience last week. To fully appreciate the merits, one must realize that it was not a production of a ballet company but a high school dance group. The result was a most unusual and fascinating presentation. Each dancer has spent many hours working with his or her partners to develop the dance. The final product is a blend of music, lighting, and movement that is both captivating and thought-provoking.

The performance included a traditional Russian folk dance, Cossacks. The dancers were attired in red and white. The movements were obviously difficult, requiring precise timing and coordination. The audience was enthralled by the beauty and grace of the performance.

Tingling toes symptomatic of frostbite

Many sports enthusiasts who spend hours outdoors in cold weather are at risk of developing frostbite. This condition is characterized by numbness and tingling of the toes, which can progress to numbness of the fingers, nose, and ears. It is important to recognize the symptoms of frostbite and take immediate action to prevent further damage.

If you experience any of the symptoms of frostbite, seek medical attention immediately. Prevention is key to avoiding frostbite, so it is important to dress warmly and stay dry. This can be achieved by wearing multiple layers of clothing, including a waterproof outer layer, and by keeping your extremities warm under your clothes.

The Minnesota Orchestra

is today among the nation’s top six or seven orchestras in quality and probably the most important regional orchestra anywhere. New York Times

Hancher Auditorium

Jan. 21, 8 P.M.

Student tickets on sale Dec. 11, at the Hancher Box Office.

Student prices: 2.00 3:00 4:00

Non-student tickets on sale by mail Dec. 16, at the Hancher Box Office.

Non-student prices: 3:00 4:00 5:00

**The important Christmas gift**

**Accutron** by Bulova

This doesn’t waste any time. Or gas. Not when you shop the Accutron, the watch that gives you half a month, guaranteed accurate to within a minute a month. *We have a special selection of Accutron watches, styled to suit that special someone on your list. Accutron by Bulova. From $12.50.

**Dime Beer**

TONITE

8–9 P.M. 10–10:30 P.M.

**The Hulk**

at the corner of Church & Dodge

Your Student Owned & Operated Bar

A totally new cooking process

sells in the flavor!

**BROASTED CHICKEN**

with a marvelous new taste

**MAKE A MEAL OF IT!**

**THE SNACK BOX**

1/4 Chicken, french fries, a battered dinner roll............. 89¢

**Henry’s**

TWO LOCATIONS

ACROSS FROM THE PENTACREST

HIGHWAY 6—WEST, CORALVILLE

**YESTERDAY’S CHILD**

And

8 PIECE SHOW STOPPER

Every Night This Week

Dec. 12–16

NEW ROOM OPENED!

Seating Capacity of 110

MOODY BLUE

1200 So. Gilbert

**Back Again!**

The Fabulous HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS

"MAGICIANS OF BASKETBALL"

Plus The Famous Globetrotter ADDRESSED ADVENTURES!

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA FIELD HOUSE

DECEMBER 15, 1972

FRIDAY 7:30 P.M.

** спортменский лаундж и соппер клуб**

**JUMP THE BOUND 12 KICK CONTEST**

(Still time to enter—nothing to lose!)

**PRE-ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS**

Dec. 13-14

10¢ BEER and DUBL’ BUBBLE 4-6, 7-9 p.m.

Dec. 15

15¢ Beer and Nip...

Rib-eye Dinner at 79¢ (no coupons accepted)

*Meet our Guest of Honor, LIEVITI KELLER*

Steve Shick on Guitar 7:10 p.m. — Closing
Bugner, 404 with 26 knock­
outs, explained, "I think Malcolm­
read was operating…and you heard the bell." 

"You're right," recalled Ali, who knocked out world tia
gent champion Romeo Ran
to New York Daily News. 
A win guaranteed Williams
Top Rank, Inc., which is 
programming the scheduled 1-
ight at the Las Vegas Convention Center.

Monday wrapup

College Basketball

By BOB DYER

CINCINNATI — University of Chicago Loyola 91
Arkansas 87, Illinois Champaign 86
Fordham 84, Morehead State 78
Arkansas 78, Occidental 53
North Carolina 84, Fairfield 73
Rutgers 86, Lehigh 73
Louisiana State 89, Butler 78
Unlv. Of Michigan, 65
Lamar 98, Trinity, 62
Missouri 76, E Texas 62
Kansas State 80, W Texas 65
Mississippi 82, Grambling State 70
Providence 83, Fairfield 73
Arkansas 78, Occidental 53

LAPEL’S EYES]

"I'm going to let you what round you're hitting," Ali said Bugner. "You will live," he said, "and the best will be saved for last in round

MCI Corner

By Bob Denney

PHILADELPHIA — Boxer Johnny Bech, the National League’s Most Valuable Player in 1979 and 1977, underwent surgery Monday for removal of what the Reds team physicians believe is a benign tumor in his left kidney.

Dr. George Balasch told a news conference at Christ Hospital that Bennet will be hospitalized for a week or so and should make complete recovery within about eight weeks.

"The operation was uncompli­
icated and Bennet would be ready for the sequel of baseball, going training in late Febru­
ary," Balasch said, as Bennet, now under his care, announced his return to action for the Division of Baseball.
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A Globetrotter tells tales of his travels

BY BARB RUPP
Sports Editor

Think of a world tour and "The Greatest Show on Feet" - "The Globetrotters." Have you ever heard of the "Greatest Show on Earth"? That's the name of the national tour that the Globetrotters do. The show is a combination of basketball, entertainment, and magic. "The Globetrotters" are the most famous of all the basketball "circus" shows. The show is a combination of basketball, entertainment, and magic. "The Globetrotters" are the most famous of all the basketball "circus" shows.

The Globetrotters have been around for over 70 years. They started as semi-professional basketball players in Chicago in 1917. Their first big break came when they were invited to perform at the Winter Gardens in London. They were an instant success and quickly became known as the "Globetrotters." The team's name was derived from the "Globe Trotters" of the 1860s, a group of explorers who traveled the world.

The Globetrotters have traveled to over 200 countries and have been featured in over 100 movies. They have been immortalized in the film "Hooper" and have even been the subject of a TV show. The team has been featured in various media, including TV shows, radio programs, and even comic strips.

The Globetrotters have also been involved in many charitable causes. They have donated money to various organizations and have even sponsored their own basketball league. The team has also been involved in various community service projects, including building schools and hospitals in underdeveloped countries.
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